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Abstract
To model high dimensional data, Gaussian methods are widely used since they
remain tractable and yield parsimonious models by imposing strong assumptions on
the data. Vine copulas are more flexible by combining arbitrary marginal distribu-
tions and (conditional) bivariate copulas. Yet, this adaptability is accompanied by
sharply increasing computational effort as the dimension increases. The approach
proposed in this paper overcomes this burden and makes the first step into ultra
high dimensional non-Gaussian dependence modeling by using a divide-and-conquer
approach. First, we apply Gaussian methods to split datasets into feasibly small
subsets and second, apply parsimonious and flexible vine copulas thereon. Finally,
we reconcile them into one joint model. We provide numerical results demonstrating
the feasibility of our approach in moderate dimensions and showcase its ability to
estimate ultra high dimensional non-Gaussian dependence models in thousands of
dimensions.
1 Introduction
In many areas of scientific research but also in business applications, high dimensional
problems arise. For example, if a financial institution owns stocks S1, . . . , S100 and wants
to calculate a portfolio Value-at-Risk, see e. g. McNeil et al. (2006), a joint dependence
model in d = 100 dimensions is required. For large companies, one can easily imagine this
number to increase into thousand for a single asset class and much higher when several
asset classes are considered. Another active field of research in which dimensions grow
rapidly is computational biology. For example in gene expression data, genes are mea-
sured simultaneously to make inference about dependence within the biological system or
with respect to some disease, see e. g. Toh and Horimoto (2002). In this case, the number
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of genes measured describes the dimension d and in recent applications can increase to
several thousands. Similar to this, hundreds of metabolites in the human blood can be
measured and analyzed for dependence, see e. g. Krumsiek et al. (2011), where d = 151.
This example is also easily imaginable to be extended to thousands of different metabo-
lites.
Among the most prominently used models to analyse such datasets are Gaussian Graphi-
cal Models, which are based on the assumption that the data originates from a multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution in d dimensions. Neglecting the mean of the distribution, the
problem remains to estimate a d × d covariance matrix Σ. A favourable property of the
multivariate Gaussian distribution is that for Ω = Σ−1 and a zero entry of Ω, i. e. ωij = 0,
we have conditional independence of i and j given the rest {1, . . . , d} \ {i, j}. By drawing
a graph with nodes {1, . . . , d} and omitting an undirected edge (i, j) whenever ωij = 0,
we obtain a graphical model for the conditional independence in this distribution. There
has been a considerable effort on how to estimate (sparse) inverse covariance matrices
and thus, Gaussian graphical models. It started with covariance selection of Dempster
(1972) to the current state of the art algorithm, the graphical Lasso (Friedman et al.,
2008). The huge advantage of these methods is their computational tractability also in
ultra high dimensions, i. e. several thousands of variables. The underlying assumption of
Gaussianity is however very strict, by imposing also assumptions on the marginals. This
has been relaxed by the so called non-paranormal Liu et al. (2012) where the marginal
distributions must not necessarily be Gaussian. For the dependence part however, espe-
cially for financial data, the multivariate Gaussian is a too strong simplification. It does
not allow for heavy tails as the Student’s-t distribution or asymmetric dependence, thus
more sophisticated models are required.
The main idea of the so called pair copula construction (PCC), see Aas et al. (2009), is
to couple d(d− 1)/2 (conditional) bivariate distributions and d marginal distributions to
obtain a joint d-dimensional distribution, called vine copula. The huge benefit is now that
all involved distributions can be chosen arbitrarily and entirely independently from each
other. However, this construction is not unique but is described by a graphical model, a
regular (or R-)vine (Bedford and Cooke, 2001, 2002). Each possible R-vine constitutes
a different construction of a d-dimensional distribution. As the number of possible R-
vines grows super-exponentially in dimensions, a search for an optimal model in terms
of a goodness of fit criteria such as log-likelihood is not feasible in any dimension, and
heuristic algorithms as the one of Dißmann et al. (2013) come into place. Secondly, an
R-vine model needs d(d− 1)/2 pair copulas. Clearly, this is growing too fast in hundreds
of dimensions, unspoken of thousands. Thus, this also demands sophisticated approaches
in high dimensions to keep models parsimonious. The large number of applications with
vine copulas in recent years shown in Aas (2016) can be easily thought to expand to
hundreds and thousands of dimensions, which makes an extension of vine copulas in ultra
high dimensions desirable.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we will show how well established Gaussian meth-
ods in high dimensions can be fundamental for clustering R-vines. Thus, we break a
d-dimensional dependence model in multiple dependence sub-models with significantly
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smaller dimensions. These sub-models are now tractable again. Secondly, within these
sub-models, we use a refined algorithm to improve the accuracy of the standard search
algorithm for vine copulas by Dißmann et al. (2013). Afterwards, the sub-models are
recombined to obtain one joint parsimonious model in ultra high dimensions. We show
that this is working well in moderate dimensions and outperforming previous methods in
several hundreds of dimensions in computation time and goodness of fit. Going to ultra
high dimensions, i. e. several thousands, it is to our knowledge the only feasible way to es-
timate vine copula models, and is actually doable in a comparably short amount of time.
Finally, we will also demonstrate that non-Gaussian models give clearly a competitive
edge on Gaussian models using real world financial data.
The paper is structured as follows. We will briefly introduce vine copulas in Section 2
and discuss current model selection methods. We recapitulate graphical models based
on the multivariate Gaussian distribution in Section 3 where we focus on the graphical
Lasso. Section 4 contains our divide-and-conquer approach where we split the R-vine
selection into sub-problems according to a path of solutions of the graphical Lasso and
solve each separately with increased accuracy. We sketch an algorithmic implementation
and continue to numerical examples in Section 5. There, we show a simulation study
in 85 dimensions to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in moderate dimensions.
Afterwards, we increase the dimension to over 1700 to demonstrate the high efficiency of
our approach with respect to time consumption, at the same time outperforming standard
methods in terms of penalized goodness of fit measures. We finally include an example in
more than 2000 dimensions which demonstrates that a pure Gaussian fitting is too restric-
tive for real world datasets, and can be improved significantly by ultra high dimensional
vine copulas.
2 Dependence Modeling with Vine Copulas
We will use the following conventions. Upper case letters X denote random variables,
and lower case letters x their realizations. We use bold letters X for random vectors
and x for the vector of realizations. Matrices M are identified by upper case letters. We
write vi for the i-th entry of the vector v. Denote sub vectors of x = (x1, . . . , xd)
T by
xD(e) := (xj)j∈D(e). When considering matrices, we denote mi,j the j-th entry in the i-th
row of the matrix M . Additionally, we use the following data scales.
(i) x-scale: the original scale of Xi, i.i.d., with density fi(xi), i = 1, . . . , d,
(ii) u-scale or copula-scale: Ui = Fi (Xi), Fi the cdf of Xi and Ui ∼ U [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , d,
(iii) z-scale: Zi = Φ
−1 (Ui), Φ the cdf of N (0, 1) thus Zi ∼ N (0, 1), i = 1, . . . , d.
For a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xd) we denote the joint distribution function and
density by F and f (x1, . . . , xd) =
∂F
∂x1,...,∂xd
(x1, . . . , xd), respectively. To model F , we
exploit the famous Theorem of Sklar (1959). It separates the marginal distributions from
the joint distribution such that F (x1, . . . , xd) = C (F1 (x1) , . . . , Fd (xd)), where C denotes
a d-dimensional copula. If all marginal distributions Fi are continuous, C is unique. The
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corresponding density f with respect to the copula is obtained by taking derivatives
f (x1, . . . , xd) = c (F1 (x1) , . . . , Fd (xd))
d∏
i=1
fi (xi) , (2.1)
with c (x1, . . . , xd) =
∂C
∂x1,...,∂xd
(x1, . . . , xd) the copula density. While there exist many
model classes for the univariate marginal distributions, this is not the case for copulas
in arbitrary dimensions. The most well known copula functions are the multivariate
Gaussian, Student t, Archimedean and extreme value copulas. Using these copulas to
model d-dimensional data comes along with several drawbacks such as lack of flexibility
and computational issues. To overcome this, Joe (1996) constructed distributions in d
dimensions modelled by d(d−1)/2 bivariate distributions. Extending his work, Aas et al.
(2009) developed the pair-copula-construction (PCC), which builds up a d-dimensional
distribution using d marginals and d(d − 1)/2 (conditional) bivariate copulas. These
building blocks can be chosen entirely independent from each other and thus provide a
very flexible modeling approach. For example, pair copulas with heavy tails or asymmetric
dependence can be used. Yet, the construction of a d-dimensional distribution with d(d−
1)/2 (conditional) pairs is not unique. More precisely, there exist an exponentially growing
number of valid constructions, see Kurowicka and Joe (2011, p. 190). With the work of
Bedford and Cooke (2001, 2002), introducing regular vines, a framework was developed
which allowed to organize the possible constructions by vine trees. In total, d − 1 of
these trees are required to define a d-dimensional distribution and are given by V =
(T1, . . . , Td−1) such that
(i) T1 is a tree with nodes V1 = {1, . . . , d} and edges E1,
(ii) for i ≥ 2, Ti is a tree with nodes Vi = Ei−1 and edges Ei,
(iii) if two nodes in Ti+1 are joined by an edge, the corresponding edges in Ti must share
a common node (proximity condition).
By (ii), edges become nodes and are connected with new edges recursively. For a node,
e. g. {1, 2} ∈ V2, we define the two nodes {1} , {2} ∈ V1 of which the node in V2
is combined, as m-children. For some node in Tk, define the m-family as the union
of all its m-children and their m-children in trees T1, . . . , Tk−1. Each edge in one of
the R-vine trees consists of a bivariate conditioned set and a conditioning set, rang-
ing from the empty set to a set containing d − 2 variables. To specify how an edge
represents a specific (conditional) pair, let the complete union of an edge e be Ae :=
{j ∈ V1|∃ e1 ∈ E1, . . . , ei−1 ∈ Ei−1 : j ∈ e1 ∈ . . . ∈ ei−1 ∈ e}. The conditioning set of an
edge e = {a, b} is then given by De := Aa ∩ Ab. The conditioned set is given by Ce :=
Ce,a∪Ce,b with Ce,a := Aa \De and Ce,b := Ab \De. For all edges e ∈ Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1, we
define the set of bivariate copula densities by B (V ) = {cj(e),`(e);D(e)|e ∈ Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1}
with the conditioned set j (e) , ` (e) and the conditioning set D (e). Hence, with the PCC,
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Equation (2.1) can be written as
f (x1, . . . , xd) =
(
d∏
i=1
fi (xi)
)
×
(
d−1∏
i=1
∏
e∈Ei
cj(e),`(e);D(e)
(
F
(
xj(e)|xD(e)
)
, F
(
x`(e)|xD(e)
)))
.
(2.2)
In (2.2), we implicitly took into account the simplifying assumption. It imposes that a
two-dimensional conditional copula density, e. g.
c13;2
(
F1|2 (x1|x2) , F3|2 (x3|x2) ;x2
)
is independent of the conditioning value X2 = x2. A detailed discussion can be found in
Sto¨ber et al. (2013). We define the parameters of the bivariate copula densities B (V ) by
θ (B (V )). This determines the R-vine copula (V,B (V ) , θ (B (V ))). An intuitive repre-
sentation of vine copulas is given by lower triangular d× d matrices, see Dißmann et al.
(2013). Such an R-vine matrix M = (mi,j)i=1,...,d;j=1,...,d has to satisfy three properties.
(i) {md,i, . . . ,mi,i} ⊂ {md,j, . . . ,mj,j} for 1 ≥ i ≥ j ≥ d,
(ii) mi,i /∈ {mi+1,i+1, . . . ,md,i+1},
(iii) for all j = d− 2, . . . , 1, i = j + 1, . . . , d, there exist (k, `) with k < j and ` < k such
that
{mi,j, {md,j, . . . ,mi+1,j}} = {mk,k, {m1,k, . . . ,m`,k}} or
{mi,j, {md,j, . . . ,mi+1,j}} = {m`,k, {m1,k, . . . ,m`−1,k,mk,k}} .
(2.3)
The last property reflects the proximity condition. We now give an example R-vine.
Example 2.1 (R-vine in 6 dimensions). The R-vine tree sequence in Figure 1 is described
by the R-vine matrix M as follows. Edges in T1 are pairs of the main diagonal and the
lowest row, e. g. (2,1), (6,2), (3,6). T2 is given by the main diagonal and the second last
row conditioned on the last row, e. g. 6,1|2; 3,2|6. Higher order trees are characterized
similarly. M-children of e. g. 6,1|2 are (2,1) and (6,2) and its m-family comprises addi-
tionally 1, 2, 6. For a column p in M , only entries of the main-diagonal right of p, i. e.
values in (mp+1,p+1, . . . ,md,d) are allowed and no entry occurs more than once in a column.

4
1 5
3 1 3
6 3 1 6
2 6 2 1 2
5 2 6 2 1 1

R-vine matrix M .
1 2
5
6
4
3
2,1
5,
2
6,2 3,6
4,5
21 62
52 45
36
6,1|2 3,2|6
4,2|55
,6
|2
3,2|6
4,2|6
1,6|2
5,6|2
5,3
|26
3,1|26
4,6|25 3,1|26
5,3|26
4,6|25
5,
1|2
36
4,3|256
5,1|236
4,3|256
4,1|2356
Figure 1: R-vine trees T1, T2 (top), T3, T4, T5 (bottom), left to right.
We abbreviate cj,`|D := cj,`;D (F (xi|xD) , F (xj|xD)) for the conditioning vector xD. Addi-
tionally, let x = (x1, . . . , x6) and fi := fi(xi). The density in (2.2) for this case becomes
f (x) =f1 × f2 × f3 × f4 × f5 × f6 × c2,1 × c6,2 × c3,6 × c5,2 × c4,5 × c6,1|2 × c3,2|6
× c5,6|2 × c4,2|5 × c3,1|26 × c5,3|26 × c4,6|25 × c5,1|236 × c4,3|256 × c4,1|2356.
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The pair copula families and parameters are also described by lower triangular family
and parameter matrices Γ = (γi,j)i=1,...,d;j=1,...,d and P = (pi,j)i=1,...,d;j=1,...,d. Thus, the
family and parameters of the edge 6, 1|2 are given by γ5,4 and p5,4, respectively. When
two-parametric pair copulas are considered, we use an additional parameter matrix P2.
2.1 Model Assessment
We consider an R-vine model in d dimensions with specification Θ = (V,B (V ) , θ (B (V ))).
Additionally, assume we have n replications of d-dimensional data (x1, . . . ,xn)
T ∈ Rn×d
with xk ∈ Rd for k = 1, . . . , n. Including the marginal distributions fi (xi) , i = 1, . . . , d,
the log-likelihood for the specification Θ on the u-scale is
L (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) =
n∑
k=1
(
d∑
i=1
log
(
fi (xk,i)
)
+
d−1∑
i=1
∑
e∈Ei
log
(
cj(e),`(e);D(e)
(
F
(
xk,j(e)|xk,D(e)
)
, F
(
xk,`(e)|xk,D(e)
) )))
The log-likelihood will always increase whenever more parameters are included in a model.
Thus, in high dimensional setups where the number of significant parameters grows slower
than the total number of possible parameters, it is not feasible to use log-likelihood for
model discrimination. Because of this, penalized goodness of fit measures as the (AIC) and
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) were developed. For n ≥ 8,
BIC will penalize more than AIC. If the number of possible parameters in an R-vine
q (d) = 2×d (d− 1) /2 is greater or equal than the sample size and the model is comparably
small, BIC is no longer consistent and will penalize too little. For these setups, we use
the generalized information criterion (GIC), see Fan and Tang (2013). More precisely,
we have
AIC (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) = −2L (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) + 2p
BIC (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) = −2L (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) + log (n) p,
GIC (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) = −2L (Θ, (x1, . . . ,xn)) + log (log (n)) log (p) p,
(2.4)
where p equals the number of parameters in the model Θ. Finally note that the number
of parameters correspond to the the number of one parametric copulas and two times the
number of two parametric copulas in the model.
2.2 Model Selection
Since the space of all R-vine structures is too large to explore explicitly each model, the
standard estimation method relies on using a search heuristic such as the Dißmann algo-
rithm (Dißmann et al., 2013). Initially, for each pair (j, `) ∈ (d
2
)
, Kendall’s τ of the pair
(Uj, U`) is calculated. The intuition is that variable pairs with high dependence should
contribute significantly to the model fit and should be included in the first trees. Since
the T1 must be a tree, the d − 1 edges with highest sum of absolute value of Kendall’s
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τ are chosen based on a maximum spanning tree algorithm, e. g. Prim (1957). After-
wards, on the selected edges either maximum likelihood estimation for all desired pair
copula types is performed or the corresponding copula parameters are estimated by in-
version of the empirical Kendall’s τ . The later is only possible for one-parametric pair
copula families. From these estimators, pseudo-observations are generated. More pre-
cisely, assume we want to estimate the pair copula density cj(e),`(e);D(e). Then, we use
the pseudo-observations generated from F̂j|D
(
xj(e)|xD(e)
)
and F̂`|D
(
x`(e)|xD(e)
)
to esti-
mate pair copula families and parameters on this pair. The corresponding F̂j|D and F̂`|D
are given explicitly by derivatives of the pair copula distribution functions in lower trees
evaluated at the estimated parameters. After taking into account the proximity condi-
tions, Kendall’s τ is calculated on all admissible pairs of pseudo-observations and again,
a maximum spanning tree is calculated. After d − 1 iterations, the R-vine structure is
determined. This proceeding has some drawbacks. First, it is not ensured that for each
tree the maximum spanning tree in terms of Kendall’s τ leads to a structure with e. g. op-
timal log-likelihood. Second, as lower order trees influence higher order trees, sub-optimal
choices lead to error-propagation. Finally, in each step a tree is fitted over all remaining
(conditional) pairs, and clusters within dependence are not treated any different from
structures with less dependence. Overall the effort is of order d2 since d (d− 1) /2 pair
copulas are estimated.
As mentioned, using Kendall’s τ as edge weights is only heuristically backed by the goal to
model the strongest dependency first. However, this approach is not ensured to optimize
e. g. log-likelihood or AIC in a given tree and thus, also not in the entire R-vine. We can
instead also estimate pair copula densities cj,` for each edge (j, `) on all d(d− 1)/2 edges
in the first tree and then calculate a maximum spanning tree with respect to an edge
weight µj,`, e. g. log-likelihood or AIC, based on the actual fit. Thus, this choice would
optimize for e. g. log-likelihood or AIC in a given tree. For higher trees, this can be done
similarly. This approach has firstly been discussed in Czado et al. (2013). However, it was
considered having unacceptable computational complexity. We will however come back
to it later for an improved version.
The algorithm proposed by Mu¨ller and Czado (2017a) uses graphical models, more pre-
cisely directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), to find parsimonious structures and set the majority
of pair copulas to the independence copula in larger datasets, which eases the computa-
tional effort. However, for both their and Dißmann’s algorithm, more than 500 − 1000
dimensions are not solvable because of the quadratically increasing effort in terms of com-
putation time and memory.
Another promising proposal has been made by Kraus and Czado (2017), explicitly search-
ing for simplified R-vine structures. One can expect that the true structure of the R-vine
can be correctly identified if the data is originating from a simplified R-vine. However, it
works similar to Dißmann’s algorithm and hence, has the same computational complexity.
A different approach was proposed in Mu¨ller and Czado (2017b), where the Lasso (Tib-
shirani, 1994) is used to compute not only the R-vine structure, but also a regularization
path of the R-vine matrix, allowing for flexible thresholding to reduce the model com-
plexity based on a single structure. Even though the approach does not rely on maximum
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spanning trees, a d-dimensional R-vine needs to be fitted and stored, which is accom-
panied by the same computational complexity. Large computational gains are however
obtained by setting a majority of all pair copulas to independence copulas upfront.
There have been attempts to relate undirected graphical models to R-vines for structure
selection. Hobæk Haff et al. (2016) showed that a k-truncated R-vine can be expressed as
chordal graph with maximal clique size k+ 1 and vice versa. However, this chordal graph
needs to adhere to some other non-trivial properties. These are in practice not met when
a graphical model is fitted. Thus, finding a sparse undirected graph and translate it into a
sparse R-vine is hard and computationally infeasible. Kova´cs and Sza´ntai (2016) propose
an algorithm to calculate a k-truncated R-vine from a chordal graph with maximal clique
size k+ 1 and show that taking into account the aforementioned property only leads to a
chordal graph with maximal clique size k + 2. The later can then be used to estimate a
k+ 2 truncated R-vine. However, the problem is only deferred. Where there exist several
methods for finding sparse undirected graphical models in high dimensions, these will
not be chordal in most cases. Finding a so called chordal cover with clique size at most
k+1 is known to be NP-complete, see Arnborg and Corneil (1987). Hence, for dimensions
d > 1000 where k can not be assumed too small, the problem is also intractable.
Finally, there also exist Bayesian methods for R-vine estimation (Gruber and Czado,
2015b,a). However, these do require even more computational effort and are hence not
feasible in more than d > 20 dimensions.
2.3 Model Simplification
All of the proposed approaches may be modified by testing each pair copula for the
independence copula with density c⊥ (u1, u2) = 1. Thus, a type-1 error α ∈ (0, 1) is
specified and each pair-copula is tested for the null hypothesis to be the independence
copula. Only if this hypothesis can be rejected at the level 1 − α, an estimation of pair
copula family and parameter is performed. Similarly, entire R-vine trees can be tested for
only containing the independence copula. However, this also requires that an additional
tree is fitted before it can be tested. Contrary to this, a truncation level k ∈ {1, . . . , d− 2}
can be specified upfront. By doing so, only the first k R-vine trees are estimated and
independence is assumed for all higher trees. If a k-truncation is imposed, (2.2) becomes
f (x1, . . . , xd) =
(
d∏
i=1
fi (xi)
)
×
(
k∏
i=1
∏
e∈Ei
cj(e),`(e);D(e)
(
F
(
xj(e)|xD(e)
)
, F
(
x`(e)|xD(e)
) ))
.
In Example 2.1, a k-truncated R-vine is given by cj,`|D = c⊥ if |D| ≥ k. More details can
be found in Brechmann et al. (2012). Finally, testing for independence does not explicitly
decrease the computational effort. However, a k truncation leads to only kd pair copulas,
whereas identifying a sensible truncation level prior to estimation is hard.
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3 Graphical Independence Models
To find structures for R-vines, we will use tools which have proven very successful in the
Gaussian setting. More precisely, we will use models based on undirected graphs.
Most of the terminology follows Lauritzen (1996, pp. 4–7). Let V 6= ∅ be a finite set,
the node set and let E ⊆ {(α, β) | (α, β) ∈ V × V with α 6= β} be the edge set. Thus, we
obtain a graph G = (V,E) as pair of node set and edge set. We assume (α, β) ∈ E ⇒
(β, α) ∈ E, i. e. only undirected edges and hence an undirected graph. Define a path of
length k from nodes α to β by a sequence of distinct nodes α = α0, . . . , αk = β such
that (αi−1, αi) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , k. A cycle is defined as a path with α = β. A graph
H = (W,F) is a subgraph of G = (V,E) if W ⊆ V and F ⊆ E. We have an induced
subgraph H = (W,F) if W ⊆ V and F = {(α, β) | (α, β) ∈ W ×W with α 6= β} ∩ E,
i. e. H contains a subset of nodes of G and all the edges existing between these nodes in
G. If a path from α to β exists for all α, β ∈ V , we say that G is connected. Whenever
for a graph G = (V,E) we have that there exists a disjoint partition of V = ⋃pi=1 Vi
such that the p subgraphs Hi induced by Vi for i = 1, . . . , p are connected subgraphs,
we speak of connected components of G. For G undirected, α, β ∈ V , a set S ⊆ V
is said to be an (α, β) separator in G if all paths from α to β intersect S. S is said
to separate A from A in G if it is an (α, β) separator in G for every α ∈ A, β ∈ B
and we denote it by α ⊥ β | S [G] and A ⊥ B | S [G], respectively. We define the
adjacency matrix ΠG =
(
piGi,j
)
i,j=1,...,d
∈ {0, 1} d× d of a graph G = (V,E) such that
piGi,j = pi
G
j,i = 1⇔ (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise.
3.1 Probabilistic (Gaussian) Graphical Models
Graph theory and statistical models can be linked, obtaining probabilistic graphical models.
More precisely, consider a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xd) and assume X ∼ Nd (0,Σ),
denoting a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution with probability density function
f (x; 0,Σ) = (2pi)−
p
2 det (Σ)−
1
2 exp
(
− 1
2
xTΣ−1x
)
. (3.1)
Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} with i 6= j and S ⊆ {1, . . . , d} \ {i, j}. We denote that Xi is
conditionally independent of Xj given XS by Xi ⊥ Xj | XS. In the remaining, let
G = (V = {1, . . . , d} , E). We say that X is Markov with respect to G when
Xj ⊥ X` | {X1, . . . , Xd} \ {Xj, X`} ⇔ (j, `) /∈ E. (3.2)
This means, each missing edge in the graph G corresponds to random variables which are
conditionally independent given the rest. The later is however also directly expressed via
the inverse of the correlation matrix. More precisely, let Ω = Σ−1, then
Ωj` = 0⇔ Xj ⊥ X` | {X1, . . . , Xd} \ {Xj, X`} .
Thus, estimating the sparsity pattern of Ω is equivalent to estimating the graph G. From
the graph however, we can also extract more information. If the underlying distribution
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is Gaussian, we consider the global Markov property such that for S ⊆ {1, . . . , d} \ {i, j}
we have that
Xj ⊥ X` |XS ⇔ j ⊥ ` | S [G] , (3.3)
which is a more favourable property than (3.2) and which we will exploit later. Next, we
will focus on how to estimate such graphs, i. e. the matrix Ω, given data.
Example 3.1 (Graphical model). Consider the graph in Figure 2. By virtue of the
1 2
34
5
Figure 2: Graphical model in 5 dimensions.
graphical separation, we have e. g. 1, 4 ⊥ 5 | 2, 3 [G]⇒ 1, 4 ⊥ 5 | 2, 3.
3.2 Estimating Sparse Inverse Covariance Matrices with the
Graphical Lasso
To estimate a sparse precision matrix Ω, we use the well-known graphical Lasso, see
Friedman et al. (2008). Denote the sample covariance matrix by S = XTX/n ∈ Rd×d
where X = (xi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,d ∈ Rn×d is the observed and centred data matrix with
X ∼ Nd (0,Σ). Then, the graphical Lasso calculates a sparse undirected graphical model
by finding a solution for Ω. Considering the logarithm of (3.1) and taking derivatives
with respect to Σ we obtain as optimization problem
max
Ω∈Rd×d
log (det (Ω)) + tr (SΩ) . (3.4)
with solution Ω̂ = S−1. However, this will in general have no zero entries and hence,
induce no sparse graph. Furthermore, in high dimensional data sets we often have d > n,
which leads to a singular matrix S and the inverse of S does not exist. The graphical
Lasso overcomes this by introducing a penalty in (3.4) and solving
max
Ω∈Rd×d
log (det (Ω)) + tr (SΩ) + λ
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
|Ωij| . (3.5)
depending on some regularization parameter λ ≥ 0. For this optimization problem, many
efficient numerical solvers also for thousands of dimensions exist. For λ = 0, there is no
penalization and the solutions of (3.4) and (3.5) coincide. For fixed λ > 0, denote the
solution of (3.5) by Ω̂λ and define Gλ = (V,Eλ) by
(i, j) ∈ Eλ ⇔ Ω̂λij 6= 0. (3.6)
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Varying λ > 0, we obtain a piecewise constant solution path of graphs with different
levels of sparsity. Letting λ → 0, the solutions Gλ will become more and more dense.
For λ→∞, the number of connected components will increase but their individual sizes
decreases. In practice, the solution path is calculated along a vector λ = (λ1, . . . , λJ)
with λj > 0. Several modifications and improvements for the graphical Lasso have been
proposed. For instance, Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann (2006) show that neighbourhood
selection consistently estimates the graph G, however, no estimate Ω̂ is obtained. Witten
et al. (2011) demonstrate that the search for (3.5) can be carried out in terms of block-
diagonal matrices, breaking apart the large problem into smaller ones.
Vital for the first part of our proposed approach is that the connected components with
respect to some λ > 0 can also be calculated directly from the sample covariance matrix
S. More precisely, consider a fixed λ > 0 and a solution Ω̂λ of (3.5) with Gλ = (V,Eλ) as
defined in (3.6). Thus, Ω̂λ and equivalently Eλ induce a vertex partition
V =
p⋃
i=1
V λi ,
where each V λi is a connected component for i = 1, . . . , p, based on the edge set E
λ.
Alternatively, define a graph H = (V,Fλ) based on the sample covariance matrix S with
edge set Fλ and adjacency matrix ΠH such that
piHi,j = 1⇔ (i, j) ∈ Fλ ⇔ |Sij| ≥ λ, (3.7)
This way of assigning the edge set is called screening. The graph H has now, say q
connected components we denote by Wi for i = 1, . . . , q and consider the associated
partition V =
⋃q
i=1 Wi. It has now been shown by Mazumder and Hastie (2012), that
p = q and moreover, Vi = Wi for all i = 1, . . . , p. This makes a decomposition of the
entire graphical Lasso problem more tractable as we can split it into p parallel tasks
which can be performed entirely independent from each other. Furthermore, we have
a very easy screening rule for intractably high dimensional datasets to decompose their
dependence behaviour in multiple smaller parts which now are tractable. Inside the
connected components, we can then use the graphical Lasso to obtain non-dense graphs.
We give a brief example.
Example 3.2 (Screening). Assume we have a dataset on the z-scale in 6 dimensions with
the following empirical covariance matrix
S =

1.0000 0.2058 0.1794 0.7340 0.7298 0.7167
0.2058 1.0000 0.3212 0.2643 0.3158 0.2848
0.1794 0.3212 1.0000 0.1895 0.2105 0.2327
0.7340 0.2643 0.1895 1.0000 0.9606 0.9089
0.7298 0.3158 0.2105 0.9606 1.0000 0.9378
0.7167 0.2848 0.2327 0.9089 0.9378 1.0000

.
We use the huge R-package (Zhao et al., 2015) to calculate a sequence of J = 4 values
for λ given by
λ = (0.9607, 0.7438, 0.3452, 0.2070) .
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Solving (3.5) for these values we obtain graphical models Gλ1 , . . . ,Gλ4 as shown in Figure
3. Initially, there are only isolated nodes and hence |V | = 6 connected components. In the
Gλ1 , λ1 = 0.9607 Gλ2 , λ2 = 0.7438
1 5 2
6 4 3
1 5 2
6 4 3
Gλ3 , λ3 = 0.3452 Gλ2 , λ4 = 0.2070
1 5 2
6 4 3
1 5 2
6 4 3
Figure 3: Example 3.2: Sequence of estimated graphical models Gλ1 , . . . ,Gλ4 .
second and third graph, we have one connected component of size 3 together with isolated
nodes and size 4 with isolated nodes. In the fourth graph, only one connected components
of size |V | = 6 exists. If we consider λ2 = 0.7438 and apply the screening rule (3.7), we
obtain the following adjacency matrix based on S
ΠG
λ2 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 0

.
which constitutes the same connected components as in the corresponding graph of the
graphical Lasso solution path. The adjacency matrix Π indicates that the nodes 4, 5, 6
are all connected to each other. However, the result by Mazumder and Hastie (2012) only
assures that the connected components of the screening rule and the graphical Lasso are the
same for a specific λ > 0, but no knowledge about the edges in the connected components
is can be drawn from the screening rule.
4 Selection of High Dimensional R-vines with Graph-
ical Models
Recall that our goal is ultimately to estimate R-vines in ultra high dimensions. Thus
instead of estimating an R-vine as described in Section 2 on data in d dimensions, we
first cluster the dataset into a partition and then perform estimation on the elements of
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the partition. The partition is provided by the methods presented in Section 3, i. e. the
graphical Lasso. Inside these clusters, we can then estimate R-vines in smaller dimensions
with improved accuracy as a consequence of exploiting the global Markov property, (3.3).
4.1 Clustering High Dimensional Data
Assume that we are given data X ∈ Rn×d, where d ≈ 1000 or more. We will consider a
sequence of J disjoint partitions of V = {1, . . . , d} into pj connected components V j :=⋃pj
i=1 V
j
i , j = 1, . . . , J . This is expressed by a sequence of graphical models
G1 =
(
V 1 =
p1⋃
i=1
V 1i ,
p1⋃
i=1
E1i
)
, . . . ,GJ =
(
V J =
pJ⋃
i=1
V Ji ,
pJ⋃
i=1
EJi
)
. (4.1)
In most practical applications, J = 15 or J = 30, see Zhao et al. (2015). If partition V j
is only a single connected component, we have pj = 1. The sequence Gj for j = 1, . . . , J
can be identified as solution path corresponding to the graphical Lasso for J different
penalization values of λ > 0. To identify the size of connected components in these
graphs, define for each partition V j, j = 1, . . . , J ,
δj = max
i=1,...,pj
∣∣V ji ∣∣ . (4.2)
Instead of considering the entire dataset in d dimensions, we consider subsets of lower
dimensions on the connected component with maximum dimension δj < d dimensions. In
practical applications, we will have some threshold dimension 0 < dT < d and calculate
the solution path of the graphical Lasso for a sequence {λ1, . . . , λJ} based on the screening
property (3.7). This works very fast and we can select the corresponding graphical model
and associated partition V T by
T = arg max
j=1,...,J
δj such that δj ≤ dT . (4.3)
Finally, we denote the chosen partition T by V T and the corresponding graph by GT =(
V T =
⋃pT
i=1 V
T
i ,
⋃pT
i=1 E
T
i
)
.
Example 4.1 (Example 3.2 cont.). Consider the sequence of graphs in Example 3.2.
Using the notation of (4.1) and defining Gj = Gλj , we have J = 4 and pj, δj for j =
1, . . . , 4 as follows: Assume dT = 4, then T = arg maxj=1,...,4 δj such that δj ≤ 4, thus
j 1 2 3 4
pj 6 4 3 1
δj 1 3 4 6
Table 1: Example 4.1: Number of connected components pj and maximal component
sizes δj for graphs in Figure 3.
T = 3. Hence, the graph G3 is selected with partition V 3 = {1, 4, 5, 6} ∪ {2} ∪ {3} with
pT = 3 and δT = 4.
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Now, we consider the problem of estimating sub-R-vines on these connected compo-
nents induced by a partition V T . Thus, with respect to this partition we estimate R-vines
on the connected components of GT , i. e. the elements of the partition V Ti , i = 1, . . . , pT
with at most dimension δT . Each of these sub-R-vines is then stored in an R-vine matrix
and the corresponding matrices can be combined non-uniquely to an R-vine matrix of
dimension d × d. This is however an incomplete R-vine matrix as it does not contain
information how the connected components are connected to each other. Additionally,
connected components of size 1, i. e. isolated nodes are not yet included. Both the miss-
ing connections and the isolated nodes can however be easily connected afterwards as
we will show in a subsequent example. For this, we also introduce the fill-level kF ≥ 0
which determines how many R-vine trees outside the connected components should be
estimated.
Example 4.2 (Toy example). Assume we have the graphical model GT as in Figure 4.
Given this graphical model, we estimate sub-R-Vines on the components {1, 4, 6} and
1 5 2
6 4 3
Figure 4: Example 4.2: Graphical model GT in 6 dimensions.
{2, 5}, respectively. These two components give rise to the following R-vine matrices,
where we assume that the estimate in M1 is optimal with respect to some edge weight.
M1 =
 16 4
4 6 6
 M2 = ( 2
5 5
)
.
Together with the isolated node 3, these two R-vines can be arranged into a joint R-vine
on 6 dimensions described by the matrix M123.
M123 =

3
2
5
1
6 4
21 5 22 4 6 6

,M ′123 =

3
2
5
1
41 42 43 6 4
2 5 1 4 6 6

.
This would correspond to the graphical model in GT . Now, we can connect the connected
components with each other in the first kF trees, i. e. to the fill-level. This works as
following for the example of kF = 2. The entries in M123 marked by 2 describe the pair
copulas between the connected components and are chosen from 21 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4, 6} and
22 ∈ {1, 4, 6}. For example, 22 /∈ {3, 2} since only diagonal entries from the right of the
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corresponding column may be used. To select the entries in the last row, we consider all
admissible pairs (3,21) with 21 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4, 6} and (5,21) with 22 ∈ {1, 4, 6}. Recall that
a pair copula in the first tree is fitted on the pair of diagonal entry and the entry in the last
row of the R-vine matrix. We fit pair copulas for each of these pairs and then select the
best according to some edge weight µ. After having completed the last row in M123 using
21 = 2 and 22 = 1, we obtain M
′
123 and are to fill the second tree, i. e. the fifth row of M
′
123
consisting of the entries 41,42,43. However, we have to take into account the proximity
condition. By checking (2.3), this leaves admissible entries 41 ∈ {5}, 42 ∈ {1} and
43 ∈ {4}. Finally, these pair copulas are fitted and the matrix is finalized, see M ′′123 with
associated family matrix Γ with ? denoting pair copulas which are not the independence
copula by virtue of the graphical model.
M ′′123 =

3
6 2
4 6 5
1 4 6 1
5 1 4 6 4
2 5 1 4 6 6

,Γ =
 ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

.
We note that this particular R-vine is a D-vine, i. e. the first R-vine tree is given by a
path through the nodes 3− 2− 5− 1− 4− 6 and determines all subsequent trees. This is
however not necessarily the case in general.
Motivated by the previous example, we define the R-vine representation of an undi-
rected graphical model G with fill level kF ≥ 0 by V (G, kF ).
Thus, we are left to estimate R-vines in the connected components of GT which can be
combined into one R-vine. We will not use the standard algorithm for estimation but
exploit also the graphical structure within the connected component. Hence, consider an
arbitrary connected component within GT with of size ν and denote it by H = (W,F).
This is again a graphical model with respect to the vertices in W . We will describe a very
efficient approach for estimating R-vines with improved accuracy.
4.2 Improving Estimation Accuracy
We are now considering a connected component of GT =
(
V T =
⋃pT
i=1 V
T
i ,
⋃pT
i=1 E
T
i
)
and
denote it by H = (W,F). We are to estimate an R-vine on the variables in W , denote
ν = |W |. We consider the computational complexity in terms of pair copulas to estimate.
In total, these are ν (ν − 1) /2 pair copulas to be estimated for a R-vine on W with ν
variables. Denote the corresponding R-vine tree sequence V = (T1, . . . , Td−1). To find
the first R-vine tree T1, start with a full graph on W . Dißmann’s algorithm would now
Kendall’s τ on all pairs (j, `) ∈ W ×W and use the weights µj,` = |τj,`| to find a maximum
spanning tree. As discussed in Section 2.2, we can also estimate pair copula densities cj,`
for each edge (j, `) on all ν (ν − 1) /2 edges and calculate a maximum spanning tree with
respect to an edge weight µj,`, e. g. log-likelihood or AIC, based on the actual fit. However,
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this increases the required effort for an R-vine tree sequence significantly. As we have ν−1
trees on ν − i + 1 nodes for i = 2, . . . , ν − 2 and consider in the worst case all possible
pairs in each tree, this sums up to
ν−2∑
i=1
(ν − i+ 1) (ν − i)
2
=
ν3 − ν
6
− 1, (4.4)
pair copulas, where the leading term can only be bounded from above by order ν3. Note
that this is a worst case complexity since in higher trees, the proximity condition can
exclude some edges, and hence, no pair copula needs to be estimated for these. In the
particular case of a D-vine, where the first tree is a path, i. e. each node except for the two
end nodes has degree 2, the remaining R-vine tree sequence is completely determined and
the effort collapses to order ν (ν − 1) /2. Whereas in the case of a C-vine, where each tree
is a star, the upper bound in (4.4) is attained. Recall that the method of Dißmann et al.
(2013), only ν (ν − 1) /2 pair copulas have to be estimated. Hence, for general R-vines,
estimation of ν3 pair copulas is not admissible even if ν  d. However, we can take
into account the (conditional) independence information by the graph H to set a huge
number of pair copulas to independence copulas upfront, leading to a significant decrease
of computational effort.
• Recall that F is the edge set of H and define H0 = (W,W ×W ), i. e. a full graph
on W and assign pair copulas and weights
cj,` = 1⇔ µj,` = 0⇔ (i, j) /∈ F . (4.5)
For all remaining pairs (j, `) ∈ W ×W , we perform maximum likelihood estimation
on the pair copulas and obtain weights µj,` based on the actual fit. Thus, we have
weights for all edges and can now calculate a maximum spanning tree T1 = (W,E1).
• We define Tk = (Ek−1, Ek−1 × Ek−1) for k = 2, . . . , ν − 1, i. e. a full graph on Ek−1.
We remove all edges not allowed by the proximity condition. For the remaining
edges, we assign pair copulas and weights
cj,`|D = 1⇔ µj,`|D = 0⇔ j ⊥ ` | D [H] . (4.6)
For all remaining pairs (j, `) ∈ W ×W we perform maximum likelihood estimation
on the pair copulas and obtain weights µj,` based on the actual fit. Thus, we
have weights for all edges and can now calculate a maximum spanning tree Tk for
k = 2, . . . , ν − 1.
If the connected component H is not too dense, i. e. |F| ∼ ν instead of |F| ∼ ν2, overall
about ν2 pair copulas are estimated for the entire R-vine in ν dimensions. From our point
of view, it is more beneficial to neglect the edges which are not chosen anyway because
of (conditional) independence and perform a more thorough analysis on the remaining
edges. The algorithm of Dißmann might miss important edges, especially if all estimated
Kendall’s τ values are similar. Furthermore, our approach fosters sparsity by setting
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pair copulas to independence straight away. This is not possible in Dißmann’s algorithm,
except for truncation, which however has to be specified upfront in a very inflexible
manner. We will show that our approach is able to capture significantly more dependence
compared to Dißmann’s. An example illustrating this approach finalizes the section.
Example 4.3 (Example 4.1 cont.). Assume the graphical model H as in Figure 5 (left).
Using our approach, we fit pair copulas c13, c14, c23, c34 and consider the corresponding
1 2
4 3
1 2
4 3
c34
c
2
3
c
13
Figure 5: Example 4.3: Graphical model H (left) and first R-vine tree T1 (right).
goodness of fit values µ13, µ14, µ23, µ34, given for example by the AIC. The other missing
edges are neglected, i. e. no pair copula is estimated. Assume additionally that the optimal
choice with respect to AIC is given by the tree given in the right panel of Figure 5. Then,
the second R-vine tree T2 may contain for example the possible edge c24|3. However, we
can see from the left panel of Figure 5 that 2 ⊥ 4 | 3 [H] and thus, the pair copula c24|3 is
set to the independence copula upfront in T2.
4.3 Implementation of the Algorithm
We combine the two previous steps in one algorithm, allowing to estimate high dimensional
vine copulas based on a clustering by the graphical Lasso. For this, we need to specify
a threshold dimension dT < d and a fill-level kF ≥ 0 describing until which tree we will
estimate pair-copulas outside the connected components. The later is beneficial since
we only use the connected components to break our original problem into tractable sub-
problems. However, we assume there is dependence outside the connected components.
From a computational point of view, estimating within the connected components of
dimension at most dT < d first and then connect these components afterwards is much
more beneficial than estimating an R-vine on d dimensions. We use the huge R-package,
see Zhao et al. (2015) to generate high dimensional undirected graphical models and use
the default settings there. Since we normally operate on copula-data (U1, . . . , Un), i. e.
data with uniform marginals, we transform our observations to the z-scale, i. e. consider
(Z1 = Φ
−1 (U1) , . . . , Zd = Φ−1 (Ud)) ∼ N (0,Σ) in a Gaussian set up. The only change we
perform in the default setting of huge is that we always want to obtain a sequence of 30
graphs, this is regulated by the number of λj ≥ 0 to be evaluated. In terms of the previous
notation, we set J = 30. Our algorithm then selects a partition such that the maximal
component size is less or equal dT as shown in Section 4.1 and then performs on each of
the components an improved R-vine selection based on Section 4.2. The edge metric µ
we use is the AIC of the associated pair copula term in our considerations. Afterwards,
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we combine these sub-R-vines into one joint R-vine matrix on which we operate further.
Finally, we estimate the pair copulas in the first kF ≥ 0 trees of the joint R-vine. From
this point on, we only operate on the R-vine matrix M . Thus, we have to take into
account that in a certain column j of M , only values of the main diagonal right of j, i. e.
in Mj+1,j+1, . . . ,Md,d can occur. Thus, for a given entry in Mi,j, we check which entries in
Mj+1,j+1, . . . ,Md,d are valid according to the proximity condition. For those, we fit pair
copulas and select the best choice according to some metric µ, e. g. µ = AIC. The entire
algorithm, which we will refer to as RVineClusterSelect, is given Appendix, Section A.
5 Numerical Examples
To show the feasibility of our approach, we present different numerical examples.
(i) A simulation study of several sparse dependence models with respect to a subset in
d = 85 dimensions of the S&P100 index constituents. We compare our approach to
the Dißmann algorithm with respect to goodness of fit and computation time.
(ii) A runtime comparison with Dißmann’s in up to d = 1750 dimensions.
(iii) An ultra high-dimensional data application involving d = 2131 stocks from different
sectors and multiple geographies. We compare our approach to Gaussian models.
5.1 Preprocessing of Data
Because of the wide availability, we apply our methods to high dimensional financial daily
data. More precisely, we consider closing prices of shares adjusted for dividends and splits
Sji with i = 1, . . . , n observations for j = 1, . . . , d shares. In the next step, we calculate
daily log returns by Rji = log
(
Sji /S
j
i−1
)
for i = 2, . . . , n. These log returns are then fil-
tered for trend and seasonality, i. e. idiosyncratic behaviour. We use ARMA-GARCH(p, q)
models with (p, q) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1}, i. e. four different specifications and allow for residu-
als distributed according to three different distributions, Gaussian, Student’s-t or skewed
Student’s-t. In total we consider 4 × 3 = 12 models which we fit for each marginal time
series and choose the best in terms of log-likelihood. Next, we compute standardized
residuals xij =
(
Rji − R̂ji
)
/σ̂j for j = 1, . . . , d and i = 1, . . . , n based on the estimated
time series models, where σ̂2j , j = 1, . . . , d is the estimated variance of the error distribu-
tion. Finally, we calculate the empirical cumulative distribution function F̂j of x1j, . . . , xnj
for j = 1, . . . , d to obtain copula data Uij = F̂j (xij) for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , d, on
which we work on. The data was acquired using the quantmod R-package (Ryan and Ul-
rich, 2017) and the marginal time series models were fitted using the rugarch R-package
(Ghalanos, 2015).
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5.2 Simulation Study
First of all, we want to see whether our approach generates feasible models in moderate
dimensions, e. g. d ∼ 100. There, also the standard algorithm for vine copula estimation
of Dißmann et al. (2013) works well. However, as our approach is especially targeted to
sparse scenarios, we want to account for this and design three scenarios. We obtained
stock quotes for d = 85 stocks in the S&P100 index from 01.01.2013 to 31.12.2016 and
process them as previously described. The remaining 15 stocks are removed since they
dropped out of the index by the end of the observation period. We fit three different
vine copula models V1, V2, V3 to the data allowing for all parametric pair copula families
implemented in the VineCopula R-package of Schepsmeier et al. (2017), however imposing
a 2, 5 and 10-truncation. Additionally, we perform an independence test at significance
level α = 0.05 to pair copulas to the independence copula. Clearly, the 2-truncation is
the most parsimonious model, however, also the 5 and 10-truncation are quite reduced
models compared to a full model with 84 trees. From these fitted models, we simulate
50 replications with n = 1000 observations each for which we compare our method with
the algorithm of Dißmann. We use runs with threshold dimensions dT = 25, 50, 75, see
(4.3) and kF = dlog (d)e = dlog (85)e = 5. This choice worked very well in the numerical
experiments we carried out. Before evaluating the corresponding models, we consider
the maximal component sizes δiT and the number of connected components p
i
T of the
chosen partitions Ti for all 50 replications i = 1, . . . , 50. There, we observe that for
higher threshold dimension, the number of the connected components decrease while the
maximal component sizes naturally increases, see Figure 6. Next, we present the results
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Figure 6: Scenario V1, 2-truncation: Distribution of maximal component sizes δ
i
T (left)
and distribution of the number of connected components piT (right) for each of the 50
replications, i = 1, . . . , 50 for different threshold dimensions dT = 25, 50, 75.
with respect to goodness of fit, number of parameters and computation time for the 2-
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truncation in Figure 7 and defer the remaining scenarios to the Appendix, Section B as
the results behave quite similarly. We denote the model from which we simulate as true
model. First of all, we see that Dißmann’s algorithm obtains highest log-likelihood in all
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Figure 7: Scenario V1, 2-truncation: Comparison of RVineClusterSelect algorithm with
threshold dimension dT = 25, 50, 75 and Dissmann’s algorithm on u-scale: log-likelihood
(upper left), GIC (upper right), number of parameters (lower left) and computation time
(lower right).
scenarios. However, it also tends to overfit as it has almost twice as much parameters
as the true model. Our approach captures the number of parameters better and this is
accompanied with lower, i. e. better GIC, see (2.4), for the threshold dimension dT = 75.
We also see significantly lower computation times. Generally, our approach needs far less
parameters but selects the most important bivariate dependencies to yield parsimonious
models.
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5.3 Runtime and Goodness of Fit Analysis on Real World Data
We obtained data from d = 1757 stock listed companies from the entire globe in the
financial services industry. The data contains n = 470 trading days, i. e. about two years
of data. Thus, we have a data matrix U ∈ [0, 1]n×d and split it into 18 nested subsets
U` ∈ [0, 1]n×d` with d` ∈ {50, 150, 250, . . . , 1750} by only considering the first d` columns.
Our goal is to compare our approach to Dißmann’s method considering the computation
times with respect to the dimension. We expect that our approach is on the one hand side
much faster, and on the other hand side more precise because of using a more accurate
estimation approach as introduced in Section 4.2. The question arises, which maximal
component size dT` to choose for our algorithm and which fill level kF . For the maximal
component size, we evaluate a grid of 9 graphs with the maximal component sizes given
Table 2. Here, we refer to the maximal component size of graph G`j estimated on the data
matrix U` by δ
`
j , ` = 1, . . . , 18 and j = 2, . . . , 9. Note that we do not select a threshold
dimension upfront but take it as generated by the estimation process of the huge package.
The corresponding values of λ calculated for each of the 18 different data matrices behave
Data matrix Dimension d` δ
`
2 δ
`
3 δ
`
4 δ
`
5 δ
`
6 δ
`
7 δ
`
8 δ
`
9
U1 50 3 3 4 8 10 15 18 22
U2 150 9 17 20 36 46 53 57 63
U3 250 18 29 36 49 61 75 84 100
U4 350 26 40 52 71 90 105 121 172
U5 450 24 34 64 86 107 134 152 205
U6 550 17 38 67 102 127 148 175 203
U7 650 20 43 84 111 154 181 210 307
U8 750 20 43 105 144 187 212 248 359
U9 850 21 55 75 160 197 239 278 406
U10 950 22 59 82 176 220 265 307 452
U11 1050 12 50 88 106 224 254 435 494
U12 1150 12 54 93 112 238 270 458 530
U13 1250 12 54 93 112 238 270 470 545
U14 1350 12 54 92 113 239 272 483 562
U15 1450 3 49 81 108 224 267 465 570
U16 1550 3 49 81 108 228 271 477 618
U17 1650 3 49 81 108 228 272 490 654
U18 1750 3 49 81 108 228 272 439 680
Table 2: Maximal component sizes δ`2, . . . , δ
`
9 of graphs G`2, . . . ,G`9, for data matrices U`,
see (4.1) for each dimension d`, ` = 1, . . . , 18.
quite similar, see Figure 8. We omit the first graph G1 since it is always an empty graph,
and hence, there are no connected components and only isolated nodes. For the fit based
on the associated graphs, we evaluate the fill levels kF = 0, 1, 5. Note however that we have
to be cautious here. If kF = 1, by our algorithm, for the first tree, the worst case effort
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Figure 8: Comparison of λ1, . . . ,λ18 for U1, . . . , U18 as calculated by the huge package for
path length J = 30.
can only be bounded by d2 as no independence information is used, which may take some
time. It is hence more computationally feasible to only fit for example one-parametric
pair copula families outside the connected components to ease computational effort. Our
findings are given in Figure 9, describing the connection between dimension of the sample
and computation time, log-likelihood, BIC and GIC. Here, we denote our algorithm by
Cluster-KF with the corresponding fill-levels kF = 0, 1, 5, dashed, dotted and dot-dashed,
respectively. Note that Dißmann’s algorithm in the BIC plot is below all other plots. In
total, we have one line for Dißmann’s algorithm and eight lines for our approach with
different maximal cluster sizes as displayed in Table 2. We perform all the calculations on
a Linux Cluster with 32 cores. We see that for computation time, Dißmann’s algorithm
computation time grows very rapidly once dimension exceeds d > 100. There are only 4
data points since for the fifth estimation with d = 450, we could not fit any model since
we got a time out after 6 days. Additionally, memory consumption becomes also a burden
in these dimensions. For our proposed approach, the slope is much less step and fitting
a model in the full size of d = 1750 only takes about 4 to 5 hours on the Linux cluster
with kF = 0. We note that a full maximum likelihood fitting for each pair copula was
carried out and not just a mere estimation by inversion of the empirical Kendall’s, which
is faster. We report however, that also Dißmann’s algorithm with this faster estimation
is not feasible once the dimension exceeds about d = 400. Even though log-likelihood is
larger for the standard algorithm, we attain equally good results in terms of BIC and even
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better results in terms of GIC. This is especially beneficial since we expect the overall
dependence to decrease as dimension increases. This is because we expect that most
intra-sectoral and intra-geographical dependencies are modelled first, and afterwards, we
have more conditional independence. Thus, the number of parameters is expected not to
grow as much as the dimension, expressed by lower GIC which penalizes complex models
more than BIC. For kF = 1 and kF = 5, some data points in high dimensions are missing
because of out-of-memory problems, which is related to many pair copula fits for higher
fill levels in dimensions d > 1500. However, we see that even though computation time is
increasing, it is acceptable given the large benefits in terms of log-likelihood and GIC.
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Figure 9: Comparison of RVineClusterSelect algorithm for G`2, . . . ,G`9 with kF = 0, 1, 5
and Dissmann’s algorithm on d dimensions, d = 50, 150, . . . , 1750: computation time
(upper left), log-likelihood (upper right), BIC (lower left), GIC (lower right).
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5.4 Data Application
If we want to compare the Gaussian modeling approach with the non-Gaussian R-vine
approach, we need to set the fill-level kF = 0, i. e. only model the edges present in the
Gaussian model by pair copulas and not include additional edges between the connected
components. However, we will also include a fit using fill-level kF = 1 in our considerations
later on. Secondly, we have to assume the same marginal distributions. This time, we
obtained data on d = 2131 stocks with n = 999 observations. The stocks are based in
the US (1866), Sweden (154) and Australia (111). The following industry sectors are
covered, see Table 3. Define Si the i-th stock for i = 1, . . . , 2131, denote the industry
ID Sector Description Total USA Sweden Australia
1 Materials and Energy 218 209 3 6
2 Industry Conglomerates 4 4 0 0
3 Consumer Staples 205 189 12 4
4 Financial Services and Real Estate 524 449 49 26
5 Healthcare and Chemicals 232 182 26 24
6 Manufacturing, Industrials and Defense 195 173 12 10
7 Business Management and Services 325 295 21 9
8 IT, Telecommunication and Software 360 301 28 31
9 Utilities 68 64 3 1
2131 1866 154 111
Table 3: Distribution of stocks over industry sectors and geographies in data application.
sector assignment by
I` : {i : Stock Si belongs to industry `} for ` = 1, . . . , 9,
and the node set V = {1, . . . , 2131} for all graphical models G1, . . . ,G30. We estimate a
path of 30 graphical Lasso solutions G1, . . . ,G30 calculated by the huge R-package with-
out setting a threshold dimension. To obtain also the log-likelihoods, we evaluate the
corresponding covariance matrices of the solutions. We report the first ten corresponding
maximum connected component sizes of G1, . . . ,G10 in Table 4.
δ1 δ2 δ3 δ4 δ5 δ6 δ7 δ8 δ9 δ10
1 2 42 84 128 215 453 804 1027 1231
Table 4: Maximal connected component sizes for G1, . . . ,G10.
The remaining 20 cluster sizes for G11, . . . ,G30 are significantly higher than 1200 and thus
not considered for our method, as these subsets are too large to fit an R-vine model onto
them. In fact, we only fit R-vines on the graphs G2, . . . ,G9 since the first partition with
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Gj pj |
{
k ∈ 1, . . . , pj : %jk = 1
} | |{k ∈ 1, . . . , pj : %jk = 1} |
/pj
mean of{
%jk : %
j
k 6= 1
}
G2 3 3 1 -
G3 20 19 0.95 0.83
G4 42 39 0.93 0.64
G5 67 62 0.93 0.74
G6 69 60 0.87 0.66
G7 61 46 0.75 0.69
G8 47 41 0.87 0.55
G9 31 26 0.84 0.58
Table 5: Number of connected components pj in Gj for j = 2, . . . , 9, number of connected
components k = 1, . . . , pj with sector concentration %
j
k = 1, percentage of connected
components with sector concentration %jk = 1 compared to all connected components and
mean of the sector concentrations %jk over the remaining connected components where
sector concentration %jk 6= 1.
δ1 = 1 is an empty graph bearing no information and the largest G10 with δ10 = 1231
is also too large. Hence, we consider 8 graphical models G2, . . . ,G9 in the following.
An interesting property we can observe is the industry sector concentration within each
connected component of the graphical models G2, . . . ,G9. In the notation of Section 4.1,
consider graphical models Gj =
(
V j =
⋃pj
i=1 V
j
i ,
⋃pj
i=1 E
j
i
)
with for j = 2, . . . , 9. Let us
fix j and consider the k-th component V jk of V
j. Then, denote
∣∣V jk ∣∣ = νjk, i. e. νjk stocks
are contained in this connected component. Recall that each node represents a stock
associated to one industry sector. We define the industry sector occurring most often in
the component V jk by
bjk = arg max
`∈1,...,9
∑
i∈V jk
1{i∈I`} (i) .
A natural measure for the sector concentration in V jk is given by
%jk = b
j
k/ν
j
k. (5.1)
In other words, we count the occurrence of all different sectors within each connected com-
ponent and divide the number of the most often occurring sector per connected component
by the total number of nodes in this connected component. We do this for all connected
components within each of the graphs in the sequence G2, . . . ,G9. The results, see Table
5, demonstrate a very high sector concentration in the connected components over the
entire sequence of considered graphs. We see first of all, that a large portion of connected
components have sector concentration %j = 1, second and third column of Table 5. Thus,
at least 80% of the connected components are dominated by a single sector. Additionally,
we see from the last column that also the connected components where more than one
sector are present, have quite a high sector concentration. This backs our assumption that
the graphical Lasso works very well to isolate highly dependent subsets from each other.
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The motivation for this is the assumption that especially in high dimensions, there exist
clusters of dependence. As we have e. g. geographical or industry-sectoral dependency in
a high dimensional stocks dataset, we can expect the model to make use of conditional
independences or, in other words, sparsity. The idea is that after all intra-geographical or
sectoral dependencies are described, cross geographical or sectoral dependencies are weak
and can be neglected outside the connected components. The same is often monitored
for biological data, where only a small set of genes is affected by each other.
Finally, we compare the Gaussian model and the R-vine model in terms of log-likelihood
and GIC on the z-scale for corresponding numbers of parameters, see Figure 10. In the
Gaussian model, the number of parameters is equal to the numbers of edges in the graph
whereas for the R-vine, the number of parameters is equal to the number of pair copula
parameters. In both cases, we add d parameters for the estimated variance of the marginal
distributions. This is because we need to add Gaussian marginals with the same variance
as estimated by the graphical Lasso estimate to our R-vine model to make it comparable
to the Gaussian model estimated with the graphical Lasso. We clearly see that the flexi-
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Figure 10: Comparison of clustered R-vines with fill-levels kF = 0, 1 and Gaussian Graph-
ical Model fitted with the Graphical Lasso G1, . . . ,G9: log-likelihood (left), GIC (lower
right).
bility of the R-vine compared to the Gaussian model leads to significant out-performance
with respect to log-likelihood and even more with respect to GIC. This stems from the fact
that the R-vine gains much more exploratory power with adding additional parameters.
This also true for the corresponding model with kF = 1. The most parsimonious model
in terms of GIC is the R-vine given by G8. This is also similar for the Gaussian model.
In terms of pair copulas, the most prominently present families in G8 are Frank-copulas
(5437, 39.9 %) and Student’s-t copulas (1889, 13.8 %) before Gaussian (1581, 11.6 %),
which is a clear indicator of non-Gaussianity and also tail dependence. When considering
the Student’s-t copulas in the R-vine and their parameters, i. e. the degrees of freedom
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df , we have that for lower df , we have more tail dependence and for higher df > 30, the
distribution becomes quite similar to the Gaussian distribution. We consider boxplots of
the degrees of freedom over the R-vines computed with the graphs G3, . . . ,G9, see Figure
11. Note that in the R-vine computed based on G2 we do not have any Student’s-t copulas.
Since most of the degrees of freedom vary around 10 to 15, we clearly monitor and model
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Figure 11: Distribution of the degrees of freedom as parameter for the Student’s-t copula.
heavy tailed data, which is quite important considering financial returns. If this property
is not adequately taken into account, risk models are deemed to fail in times of heavy
market turmoil when assets become highly correlated, leading to a significant reduction of
diversification when it is most needed. Finally, our models based on the graphs G2, . . . ,G9
took between 12 hours and 2 days for estimation on a Linux Cluster with 32 cores. The
Gaussian graphical model needs only several minutes for estimation in these dimensions.
It is worth noting that other methods for estimating R-vines as the one of Dißmann et al.
(2013) failed in these dimensions because of memory consumption or time out.
6 Discussion
We developed a method to estimate ultra high dimensional vine copulas using a novel
divide-and-conquer approach inspired by the graphical Lasso. The main idea is to exploit
conditional independence for isolated consideration of sub problems of significantly lower
dimension compared to the original data. Furthermore, we proposed using graphical
independence models also in frameworks of moderate dimension to increase the estimation
accuracy of standard vine copula estimation procedures significantly. In all the scenarios,
our approach works very well in terms of computation times and penalized goodness of
fit measures as GIC, which targets especially sparse datasets. At last, we showed that
our approach is of several magnitudes faster than competing methods, however allowing
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for non-Gaussian dependence. We see further improvement for our contribution with
respect to the selection of the corresponding solution of the graphical Lasso, which is the
basis for the vine copula model. Currently, we evaluate all these solutions over a grid of
penalty values. However, also using criteria as StARS (Liu et al., 2010) seems feasible and
worth exploring. Additionally, a more sophisticated value of the currently implemented
fill level kF = dlog (d)e may be considered, since the current choice is only a rule of thumb
motivated by numerical experiments such as presented in Section 5. Finally, a method also
worth exploring is to use an iterated divide and conquer approach where larger connected
components as in G10, . . . ,G30 of the data application can again be divided until all they
are all below a given machine-induced threshold. We will consider these aspects as well as
the search for applications to non-financial ultra high dimensional datasets in the future.
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A Algorithm RVineClusterSelect
input : Data X ∈ Rn×d, dT ≤ d, kF < d.
output: R-Vine in d dimensions.
1 calculate
(G1 = (⋃p1i=1 V 1i ,⋃p1i=1 E1i ) , . . . ,GJ = (⋃pJi=1 V Ji ,⋃pJi=1 EJi ));
2 select GT such that T = arg maxj=1,...,J δj ≤ dT with δj = maxi=1,...,pi
∣∣V ji ∣∣;
3 for i = 1 to pT do
4 set νi =
∣∣V Ti ∣∣ ; // dimension of connected component i
5 for (j, `) ∈ V Ti do
6 if (j, `) /∈ ETi then
7 set cj,` = 1;
8 else
9 estimate pair-copula cj,`;
10 end
11 end
12 calculate weights µ (j, `) = µ (cj,`) ; // e. g. Log-Lik., AIC, BIC
13 calculate maximum spanning tree T1 = (V1 = Vi, E1) w.r.t. µ;
14 for k = 2 to νi − 1 do
15 set Vk = Ek−1 and Ek admissible edges by proximity condition;
16 for (j, `|D) ∈ Ek do
17 if j ⊥ ` | D [GT ] then
18 set cj,`|D = 1;
19 else
20 estimate pair-copula cj,`|D;
21 end
22 end
23 calculate weights µ (j, `|D) = µ (cj,`|D);
24 calculate maximum spanning tree Tk = (Vk, Ek) w.r.t. µ;
25 end
26 end
27 create R-vine matrix M in d dimensions combining sub-R-vines;
28 for k = 1 to kF do
29 estimate pair-copulas between sub-R-vines in tree k of in R-vine matrix M ;
30 end
Algorithm 1: RVineClusterSelect: Selection of an R-vine in d dimensions.
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B Additional Results for Simulation Study
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Figure 12: V2: Comparison of RVineClusterSelect algorithm with threshold dimension
dT = 25, 50, 75 and Dissmann’s algorithm on u-scale: log-likelihood (upper left), GIC
(upper right), number of parameters (lower left) and computation time (lower right).
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Figure 13: V3: Comparison of RVineClusterSelect algorithm with threshold dimension
dT = 25, 50, 75 and Dissmann’s algorithm on u-scale: log-likelihood (upper left), GIC
(upper right), number of parameters (lower left) and computation time (lower right).
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